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Extreme value analysis of Munich air pollution

data

Helmut K�uchenho� and Markus Thamerus

Abstract

We present three di�erent approaches to model extreme values of daily

air pollution data� We �tted a generalized extreme value distribution to the

monthly maxima of daily concentration measures� For the exceedances of a

high threshold depending on the data the parameters of the generalized Pareto

distribution were estimated� Accounting for autocorrelation clusters of excee�

dances were used� To get information about the relationship of the exceedance

of the air quality standard and possible predictors we applied logistic regres�

sion� Results and their interpretation are given for daily average concentrations

of O� and of NO� at two monitoring sites within the city of Munich�

Keywords� air pollution� extreme values� generalized extreme value distribution�

generalized Pareto distribution� logistic regression�

� Introduction

Peak concentrations of single air pollutants are of particular interest in the determi�

nation of the air quality� Extreme concentrations of harmful atmospheric substances

support the greenhouse e�ect and in addition to that their occurrence represents

a risk to people�s health and can lead to other environmental damages as a conse�

quence� Thus the presence of extreme concentrations of ozone �O�	 or of nitrogen

oxides �NOx	 always causes some sort of distress for the people living in the a�ected

area� The direct e�ects to one�s health range from slight disabilities to permanent

damages� The prediction of these extreme concentrations and the assessment of their

contribution to atmospheric pollution are subjects of strong environmental concern�

Therefore extreme value concepts have recently been used in the monitoring of en�

vironmental data such as ground�level ozone �Smith� �
�
	 or as a tool in modelling

trends in the urban ozone air quality �Rao et al�� �

�	�

During the summer season of the last few years German monitoring sites have regi�

stered� almost daily� the exceedances of the required national air quality standard for
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ozone� The frequency of these exceedances has caused a political debate about new

emissions control strategies� The discussion focuses on steps to reduce the emissions

in case that extreme concentrations can be expected� The e�ect of trac limitations

for such situations is tested at present in �eld experiments at di�erent locations in

Germany� The surveillance of air quality is regulated by a federal law and therefore

long�term data bases are available�

In this article we analyse extreme values of daily averages of ozone and nitrogen

dioxide concentrations measured at two monitoring sites in Munich� A detailed des�

cription of our data is given in Section �� In the third section we review the di�erent

statistical methods we use and give the results of our analysis� At �rst we model

the distribution of extreme values by �tting the generalized extreme value �GEV	

distribution to the monthly maxima of our series� The second model is based on the

exceedances of high thresholds where we use the generalized Pareto distribution as a

stable distribution for the excesses� To cope with the time dependent structure of the

data exceedances occurring on subsequent days were linked to a cluster� Most de�ni�

tions of air pollution standards only consider the fact that a certain limit is exceeded

or the corresponding frequency of it� Therefore we �t logistic regression models with

the binary response variable of limit exceedance� As predictors we include lagged

concentrations� meteorologic variables and a weekend dummy in the model� The re�

sults indicate that these models can provide useful information about the occurrence

of limit exceedances of air pollution and can be used to make short term predictions

about limit exceedances�

� The data

The data consist of daily averages of the concentration of ozone �O�	 and of ni�

trogen dioxide �NO�	 measured at two monitoring sites within the city of Munich

�M�Stachus and M�Lothstr	� The samples were obtained from the Bavarian State Of�

�ce for Environmental Protection through a period from January �� to October 
��

The summary statistics of the observed data including the 
�� and 

� quantiles are
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given in Table � in more detail� Further we give an overview of the number of obser�

ved exceedances of the ocial air pollution standards for daily averages from �
�
 of

the German Engineering Association� The standard air quality level for ozone is ����

mg�m��about �� ppb	� for nitrogen dioxide it is ��� mg�m��about �� ppb	� The 
��

quantile ������� mg�m�	 of the NO� concentrations at the site M�Stachus exceeds

its standard level and the 
�� quantile ������� mg�m�	 of the O� concentrations

measured at M�Lothstr passes the standard as well�

M�Stachus M�Lothstr

O� NO� O� NO�

time period ���� � 
�
� ���� � ���
� ���
 � 
�
� ���� � ���
�

sample size ���� �
�� ���� ��
�

mean �����
 ������ ������ ������

s�e� ������ ������ ������ ������

q�� ������ ������ ������ ������

q�� ������ ������ ������ ������

q�� ������ ������ ���
�� ������

exceedances �� �
� ��� ��

rate of exc� ����

 ������ ������ ������

Table �� Summary statistics of the daily averages of concentrations inclu�

ding the median �q��	� the 
�� �q��	 and 

� �q��	 quantiles� The

exceedances are the number of data above the standard air quality

level ����� mg�m� for O� and ��� mg�m� for NO�	�

Di�erent trac conditions �high trac at M�Stachus� low trac at M�Lothstr	 cause

di�erent exceedance rates of O� and NO� at both sites� Since our main interest
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concerns the extreme values� we con�ne our analysis on NO� at the site M�Stachus

and O� at the site M�Lothstr� The plots of these time series� including moving

averages� are given in Figures � and �� After trying MA �lters of di�erent orders we

present the O��series with the MA���	 and the NO��series with the MA���	� Some

of the diculties typical for the application of extreme value concepts to samples of

daily air pollution data can be seen� All observed concentrations show a positive

short range correlation and in the case of ozone a pronounced seasonal variation is

found�

Figure �� Time series plot and moving averages of order �� for the NO� con�

centrations �mg�m�	 at the site M�Stachus from January �� to Oc�

tober 
��

A balanced reaction of oxygen and nitrogen dioxide with the photochemical ozone

and nitrogen monoxide takes place all the time in our atmosphere� This reaction is

introduced by sunlight and therefore this chemical process is encouraged by the me�

teorological conditions during the summer season� where extreme values of ozone are

exclusively observed� With the help of Box�and�Whisker plots of the yearly observed

maxima for each month we �nd a di�erent behavior of ozone for the months from

April to August compared to the other months of the year� Therefore we split the

data into these two seasons and �t two di�erent extreme value models�
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Figure �� Time series plot and moving averages of order �� for the O� concen�

trations �mg�m�	 at the site M�Lothstr fromMarch �
 to September


��

The ozone concentrations at the site M�Lothstr show that during summer time the

ocial air pollution standard of ���� mg�m� is permanently exceeded� This is con�

�rmed by the marked MA���	 process of the daily ozone averages which climbs over

the limit as well during this time�

� The models

��� The generalized extreme value distribution

Extreme value distributions are usually considered to correspond to one of three

families� These families� �rst introduced by Fisher and Tippett ��
��	� were derived as

the limiting forms of the distribution of maxima in samples of i�i�d� random variables�

To each type of extreme value distribution belongs a set of parent distributions� called

�domains of attraction�� for which necessary and sucient conditions for the derivation

of the limit are satis�ed �see e�g� Resnick� �
�� or Leadbetter et al�� �
��	� For
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statistical purpose it is convenient to combine the three types into the generalized

extreme value �GEV	 distribution� Its distribution function is given by

H �x��� �� k	 �

�����
����

exp

�
�
h
�� k�x���

�

i �

k

�
for k �� �

exp
n
� exp

h
� �x���

�

io
for k � �

��	

with x � � � �

k
for k � � and � � �

k
� x for k � �� respectively� and �� � x � �

for k � �� The Fisher�Tippett�distributions of type I� II and III correspond to the

cases k � �� k � �� and k � ��

The theory requires that the sample of extreme values x � �x� x� � � �xn	 should each

be drawn from single i�i�d� samples� Leadbetter et al� ��
��	 have shown that under

certain conditions the distribution of extreme values in stationary stochastic proces�

ses corresponds to the same type of family as the distribution of extreme values in

i�i�d� samples�

The most common method for the estimation of the parameters of the GEV distribu�

tion ��	 is that of maximum likelihood� In small or moderate samples it sometimes

appears that the loglikelihood function does not have a local maximum� Therefore

we use the method of probability�weighted moments �PWM	 proposed by Hosking

et al� ��
��	 to estimate the GEV parameters � They have shown that the PWM

estimators yield small sample properties �n � ��� ��	 favourable to those estimators

obtained by the method of maximum likelihood and that they have comparable stan�

dard deviations for moderate sample sizes �n � ��� ���	�

The probability�weighted moments �PWM	 of a random variable X with distribution

function F are given by

M�p� r� s� � E �XpfF �X	grf�� F �X	gs�

where p� r� s are real numbers� The usual noncentral moments are the quantities

M�p��� ��� p � �� �� �� � � �� For estimating the parameters of the GEV distribution we

only consider moments of the form

�r � M��� r� �� � E �XfF �X	gr� � r � �� �� �� � � �
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If F is chosen as the GEV distribution the probability�weighted moments for k �� �

result in

�r � �r � �	��
�
�� �

�
� � �r � �	�k � �� � k	

	
	 k


� k � ��� ��	

For a random sample x�� x�� � � � � xn of i�i�d� variables Xi� i � �� � � � � n� the moments

are estimated using the order statistics x	�
 � x	�
 � � � � � x	n
� An unbiased estimator

of �r is given by

��r � n��
nX

j��

�j � �	�j � �	 � � � �j � r	

�n� �	�n� �	 � � � �n � r	
x	j
� ��	

Relation ��	 implies the following three equations�

�i	 �� � �� � f�� � �� � k	g 	 k

�ii	 ��� � �� � �� �� � k	
�
�� ��k

�
	 k

�iii	 ���� � ��		 ���� � ��	 �
�
� � ��k

�
	
�
� � ��k

�
�

The estimators for the distribution parameters �� � and k are obtained by the solu�

tion of the equations �i	��iii	 whereby the unknown parameters �r are replaced with

their estimators ��	� For the estimation of the shape parameter k the equation �iii	

is solved by using a polynomial approximation proposed by Hosking et al� ��
��	�

Our random samples are the monthly maxima of daily concentration measurements�

Since the maxima are nearly always separated by a few days� the assumption of inde�

pendence for the maximaXi� i � �� � � � � n� seems reasonable� Smith ��
�
	 established

a similar assumption for the ���hour maxima of hourly readings of ozone concentrati�

ons� Our results show that the presence of autocorrelation did not interfere with the

application of extreme value models�

Extreme value distributions of type I �k � �	 are also called Gumbel distributions

�Gumbel� �
��	 and most extreme value applications refer to distributions of that

type� Hosking et al� ��
��	 derived a statistical test for the hypothesis that the

shape parameter k equals zero in the GEV distribution which is equivalent to the

presence of a Gumbel distribution� The corresponding test statistic z is given by

z � �k
p
n	������� which is standard normally distributed under the null hypothesis�
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Results

In Table � we give a summary of the sample maxima used for the analysis�

n mean s�e� q�� q�� max

NO� �M�Stachus	 ��� ������ ������ ������ ���
�
 ������

O� �M�Lothstr	 summer �� ����
� ������ ������ ������ ������

winter �� �����
 ������ ������ ������ ������

Table �� Summary statistics of the monthly maxima including the median

�q��	 and the 
�� �q��	 quantile� The summer season is the period

April�August and the winter season September�March�

A histogram of the NO� maxima can be found in Figure �� For illustration we add a

kernel density estimator using a Gaussian kernel�

Figure �� Histogram of the monthly observed NO� maxima at the site M�

Stachus� The solid line represents the estimated Gaussian kernel

density�
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As indicated in Section � we apply two di�erent models for the monthly maxima of the

ozone concentrations� The histogram �Figure �	 includes the maxima of all months

and clearly shows two peaks near the medians of the di�erent seasons �q��������� for

the summer and q��������� for the winter months	�

Figure �� Histogram of the monthly observed O� maxima for both seasons at

the site M�Lothstr�

For all data we �t the GEV distribution by the PWM method and estimators for

standard errors of the parameters are obtained by using the proposed weights for the

elements of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the PWM estimators �see Hosking

et al�� �
��	� The results are summarized in Table ��

The estimated GEV distributions of the monthly ozone maxima show a di�erent

location for the two seasons comparable to those of the empirical distributions� Only

for the winter model at the site M�Lothstr the hypothesis of the presence of a Gumbel

distribution has to be rejected� At this site only small samples of ozone data are

available which results in bigger standard errors of the parameter estimates�
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n k � �

NO� �M�Stachus	 all year ��� �������

�������	

���
�


�������	

������

�������	

O� �M�Lothstr	 summer �� �����



�������	

������

�������	

������

�������	

winter �� ���
��

�������	

������

�������	

�����


�������	

Table �� GEV distribution parameter estimates and their standard errors�

The �t of the models can be checked by a quantile�quantile �qq�	 plot� In all cases the

estimated GEV distribution gives an acceptable �t for the monthly maxima of the

concentrations� As an example we present the qq�plot for the NO� concentrations at

the site M�Stachus� Figure � shows that the data points scatter around the expected

straight line and that the GEV model gives a good �t for the distribution of the NO�

maxima�

Figure �� QQ�plot for the GEV model of the monthly NO� maxima at the

site M�Stachus�
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A quantity of interest in environmental studies is the N �month�return�level� It is

de�ned as the value of the observed concentrations that can be expected to be

once exceeded during a N month period� For each �tted distribution it is given by

F����� �
N
	 � N � �� Standard errors are derived by the 
�method using the estimated

covariance matrix of the PWM estimates�

NO� �M�Stachus	 O� �M�Lothstr	

N all year model N summer model winter model

� ����
� �������	 � ������ ������
	 ������ �������	

� ������ ������
	 � ���
�� �������	 ������ �������	

� ����
� �������	 � ������ �������	 ������ �������	

Table �� EstimatedN �month�return levels �GEV	 and their standard errors�

The ocial standards for O� and NO� are ���� mg�m� and ���

mg�m��

In Table � we give the return levels for the NO� data at the site M�Stachus and for

the O� data at the site M�Lothstr including their standard errors� The table shows

that the standard for NO� ���� mg�m�	 can be expected to be once exceeded every

two months� The N �month�return�levels for the ozone concentrations at the site M�

Lothstr indicate that even during a period of three winter months the limit of ����

mg�m� is once passed on average� For days with peaks of ozone in the summertime

very high concentrations can be expected� e�g� in four months the double limit value

is once exceeded on average�

��� The generalized Pareto distribution

An alternative approach to the problem of analysing extreme values is to model the

exceedances over high thresholds� It is based on using the generalized Pareto distri�

bution �GPD	� �rst proposed by Pickands ��
��	� The �rst step in the application

of threshold models consists in the selection of an appropriate threshold� then the
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di�erences between the observations above the threshold and the threshold itself can

be �tted by the GPD �see Davison and Smith� �

�	�

The generalized Pareto distribution of a random variable Y is de�ned as

G �y��� k	 �

�����
����

��
�
�� k y

�

� �

k for k �� �

�� exp
�
� y

�

�
for k � ��

��	

where � � � and the range of y is � � y �� if k � �� in the case of k � � the range is

determined by � � y � �
k
� The motivation for equation ��	 is the following� our aim

is the derivation of the distribution of a random variable W � u under the condition

that W � u� where the values of W are the observations and u is the threshold� Let

F denote the unknown distribution function of the random variable W and Fu the

conditional distribution of Y �W � u given W � u�

Fu �y	 �
F �u� y	� F �u	

� � F �u	
for � � y � wo�

where wo � � is the upper boundary of the distribution of W � For u � wo the

distribution Fu can be approximated by the GPD �see e�g� Pickands� �
�� or Smith�

�
��	�

Since Hosking and Wallis ��
��	 have shown that for samples with less than ���

observations the estimators derived by the method of probability�weighted moments

are more reliable than the ML�estimators for the parameters of the generalized Pareto

distribution we apply the PWM�method here as well� For the estimation of the GPD

parameters we use the probability�weighted moments

�s � M����� s� � E �Y f� � F �Y 	gs� �
�

�s� �	 �s � � � k	
��	

of a random variable Y � which exist for k � ��� The GPD parameters � and k can

be estimated with the help of the moments �� and �� by the following equations

� �
��� ��

�� � ���
� k �

��

�� � ���
� � � ��	

For an ordered sample y	�
 � y	�
 � � � � � y	n
 of Y an unbiased estimator ��s for �s is

given by

��s � n��
nX

j��

�n� j	 �n � j � �	 � � � �n � j � s� �	

�n� �	 �n� �	 � � � �n � s	
y	j
 � ��	
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The GPD parameter estimates ��	 are obtained by replacing the �s in ��	 with their

estimators ��s ��	� which are asymptotically normally distributed for k � ���� �see

Hosking and Wallis� �
��	�

The selection of an appropriate threshold has been discussed by Davison and Smith

��

�	� A useful device for the choice of possible threshold levels for the models is a

mean residual life plot where the mean excess of a threshold u is plotted against the

threshold u� If the excess Y of a high threshold u� follows a GPD with parameters �

and k� the plot should approximate a straight line with slope �k	 � � k for u � u��

Therefore the starting points of straight lines in the mean residual life plot are selected

as possible thresholds�

Davison and Smith also suggested estimators for further quantities� the crossing rate

� of the threshold and the N �month�return level� The exceedance process over a �xed

threshold u is assumed to be Poisson with rate �� where the size of the exceedances are

assumed to be independent of �� Then an unbiased estimator for � is �� � n	 l with

estimated variance n	 l�� where n is the number of exceedances and l is the number of

observed intervals �we use monthly intervals	� The N �month�return level is obtained

by qN � u � �����N��k

k
� which can be estimated by replacing the parameters with

their estimators� Standard errors of the estimated return levels are computed by the


�method using the asymptotic covariance matrix for the parameter estimates�

Results

The threshold models are �tted for the O� concentrations at the site M�Lothstr and

for NO� at M�Stachus� In both cases the estimated threshold models give a good

�t for the distribution of the exceedances if the threshold is chosen high enough�

The use of the ocial limits as threshold levels was not practicable because the

rate of exceedances would have been too high� For the ozone data threshold models

are applied only to the concentration measures of the months May � August� The

frequency of extreme values recorded in April was too low� so the data of this month

are not included in the models� During the four months of the summer period the

estimated crossing rate of the ocial air pollution standard for ozone is ����� per
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month� the median of all ozone concentrations is ����� mg�m�� a value that already

exceeds the standard� For both air pollutants we use several threshold levels suggested

by the mean residual life plot of the exceedances� The mean residual life plot for the

NO� data �Figure �	 suggests two thresholds ����� and ���� mg�m�	� the change of

slope indicates di�erent distribution parameters for the exceedances� The irregular

behavior of the plot at his right hand side is due to the small number of exceedances

over the highest threshold levels�

Figure 	� Mean residual life plot of the mean exceedances of the threshold u

of the NO� concentrations �mg�m�	 at the site M�Stachus against

u �mg�m�	�

The mean residual life plot of the ozone data indicates to take thresholds at ����

and ���� mg�m�� For estimating the GPD parameters the dependence structure of

the exceedances has to be taken into account� One way to deal with that problem

is the assumption of a clustered Poisson process for the exceedances �see e�g� Smith�

�
��	� Since we �nd that the dependence structure of our series is similar to that of

an AR��	� we link subsequent days of exceedances to clusters and use the maxima of

these clusters which can be assumed as independent for our analysis� We estimate the

GPD parameters for the di�erent models by the PWM method and give the results
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in Table �� The standard errors of the estimators are obtained using the asymptotic

covariance matrix of the parameter estimators �see Hosking and Wallis� �
��	�

O� �M�Lothstr	 NO� �M�Stachus	

Threshold u ���� ���� ���� ����

Exceedances n �� �� �� ��

Crossing rate �� ������

�����
�	

��
���

�������	

������

�������	

���
��

�������	

Parameters �k ������

������
	

�������

�������	

������

�������	

������

�������	

�� ������

�������	

������

�������	

������

�������	

������

�������	

Table �� GPD parameter estimates and standard errors for the cluster ma�

xima of the exceedances�

Figure 
� QQ�plot for the threshold model of the O� concentrations with u

� ���� mg�m� at the site M�Lothstr�
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Since unclustered data have been used to �nd possible thresholds by the graphical

method mentioned above� the model �t has to be further checked� The qq�plots

for the threshold models of ozone �Figure �	 show satisfactory results� the model

with threshold at ���� mg�m� appears to �t the data best� A common feature of

all estimated models is that the bulk of the data �t the model quite well and that

the scattering of the data points around the line increases at the right end of the

qq�plot� The e�ect that the largest order statistics were underestimated is found in

both models� it is lowest for the model with the threshold taken at u � ���� mg�m� �

The plot also shows that these observations are separated from the other cluster

maxima by their high values� Davison and Smith ��

�	 discussed the sensitivity of

the GPD parameter estimators to huge observations and the counteraction of more

robust methods and the loss of information� Point estimators for the quantiles of

the distribution of the maximum cluster exceedances are obtained using the inverse

of the estimated distribution function� For the threshold model with u����� mg�m�

the estimated quantiles are q�� � ������ ������
	� q�� ������� �������	� q�� � ������

�������	� q�� ������� ������
	� q�� ������� �������	� where the values in parentheses

are the quantiles of the empirical distribution function�

In Figure � we present the qq�plot for the threshold model of the NO� concentra�

tions with u����� mg�m�� The plot shows that the model �ts the data suciently

well� Point estimates for the quantiles of the distribution are q�� � ������ �������	�

q�� �����
� �����
�	� q�� � ������ �������	� q�� ������� �������	� q�� �������

�������	� empirical quantiles given in parantheses� For both air pollutants the di�e�

rent threshold models produce almost identical N �month�return levels� The return

levels� summarized in Table �� are higher than those based on the estimated GEV

distribution parameters� As mentioned� the cluster peaks used for threshold models

of the ozone data are all from the summer season� so that the model can be compared

to the GEV summer model�
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Figure �� QQ�plot for the threshold model of the NO� concentrations with u

� ���� mg�m� at the site M�Stachus�

O� �M�Lothstr�	 NO� �M�Stachus	

N u � ���� u � ���� u � ���� u � ����

� ������ �������	 ������ �������	 ������ �������	 ����
� �������	

� ���
�� �������	 ���
�� �������	 ������ �������	 ������ �����
�	

� ������ �������	 ������ ������
	 ������ �������	 ������ �������	

� ����

 �������	 ������ �������	 ������ �������	 ������ �������	

Table 	� EstimatedN �month�return levels �GPD	 and their standard errors�

The ocial standards for O� and NO� are ���� mg�m� and ���

mg�m��

The values of the return levels are alarmingly high� for ozone we can expect one cluster

peak per month where the daily average of the ozone concentrations exceeds ������

mg�m�� within two months we can expect a cluster maximum which is almost twice
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the standard� As the return levels are estimates for daily means of concentration

measures the short time afternoon peaks of the ozone concentrations at one of these

days could be enormously high�

��� The logistic regression model

It would be desirable to have a statistical tool to predict the exceedances of the ozone

or nitrogen dioxide concentrations over their ocial air pollution standards� The limit

L is usually �xed by law and if it is exceeded certain measures like smog warnings

have to be taken� It de�nes that concentration level of an air pollutant above which

the health of the people could be endangered� Thus it is of special interest to relate

the probability of exceeding this standard L to relevant covariates� This can be done

by a logistic regression model

P �ZL � � j H � h	 � g �h
�

�	� ��	

Let W denote the concentration of an air pollutant and H the vector of possible

variables of in�uence on ZL whereby the binary response variable ZL is de�ned as

ZL �

�����
����

� for W � L

� for W � L�

The inverse link function g is g �t	 � �� � exp��t		��� The parameters of the logistic

regression model are estimated by the method of maximum likelihood�

Results

As possible covariates we include several meteorological variables and other air pollu�

tants that are supposed to have an in�uence on the limit exceedances of the O� and

NO� concentrations� We also examine the coherence of the binary outcomes with

lagged concentration measures of the same pollutant which have to be taken into

account as regressors as well� At last a weekend dummy variable can be identi�ed

as an explanatory variable� We use an algorithm for a forward selection with subse�

quently backward elimination of the possible explanatory variables �see Hosmer and
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Lemeshow� �
�
	� The meteorological variables are daily measurements of tempera�

ture �TE	 in �C � wind velocity �WV	 in m�sec and atmospheric humidity �HU	� The

lagged concentration measures are abbreviated with NO��x	 and O��x	 where x is the

number of lags� The weekend dummy is denoted by WE� For the ozone data we took

nitrogen monoxide �NO	 into the model� The unit of the concentration measures is

��� mg�m�� In Table � and � the �nal results of �tting the logistic regression model

of the ozone data at M�Lothstr and of the nitrogen dioxide data at M�Stachus are

presented� There the parameter estimates �i with their standard errors s� ��i	 and the

p�values pi for the hypotheses H i
� � �i � � versus H i

� � �i �� � are listed� The last

column contains the odds ratios ORi � exp��i	 of the variables�

Response� Ozone �M�Lothstr	

Variable Hi
��i s� ��i	 pi dORi

INTERCEPT ����� ������ �����


TE ����� ������ ������ �����

HU ������ ������ ������ ��
��

WE ����� ������ ������ �����

O���	 ����� ������ ������ �����

NO ������ ���
�� ������ ���
�

Table 
� Results of logistic regression analysis for O��

For O� we �nd a positive e�ect of temperature and of the weekend dummy� which

means that the exceedances are more likely to occur on weekends and on days with

high temperature� Most of the seasonal variation is thus explained by the tempe�

rature� We also observe the well�known fact that higher NO concentrations locally

reduce the O� concentration� as the e�ect of NO is negative in our model�
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Response� NO� �M�Stachus	

Variable Hi
��i s� ��i	 pi dORi

INTERCEPT ������ ����� ������

TE ������ ����� ������ ��
��

HU ������ ����� ������ ��
��

WV ���

� ���

 ������ ����


WE ������ ����� ������ �����

NO���	 ����
 ����� ������ �����

NO���	 ����� ����
 ������ ����


Table �� Results of logistic regression analysis for NO��

For NO� we get a negative weekend e�ect due to less trac� and negative e�ects of

temperature� humidity and wind velocity� In both models we have a strong e�ect of

the lagged concentration of order � indicating the autoregressive structure of data�

The probability of an exceedance given the covariates can be estimated by

�� � g �h� ��	 with

h� �� � ����� � ����� TE� ����� HU� ����� WE

������ O���	 � ����� NO

in the O� model� Note that the model parameters are estimated for one site� Fitting

the same model with data from other stations  not reported here  leads to slightly

di�erent results�

To predict exceedances one day in advance the weather forecast can be used for the

weather variables and a regression model for NO proposed by K�uchenho� and Wolf

��

�	�
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We examine the goodness of �t of the model of the O��concentration exceedances

by calculating the model response probability of every single data point and classify

them �see Table 
	� where the used intervals can roughly be interpreted as categories

of the risk for observing a limit exceedance�

Response� O� �M�Lothstr	

Classi�cation Observed

Exp� Risk Interval positive total prop

very low ����� ���	 � ��
 �����

low ����� ���	 �� ��� �����

moderate ����� ���	 �� 
� �����

high ����� ���	 �� �� �����

very high ����� ��
	 �� ��� �����

extreme ���
� ���� ��� ��� ��
��

Total ��� ���� �����

Table �� Goodness of �t for the logistic regression model for the limit excee�

dances of O� at the site M�Lothstr�

If we assume that all estimated response probabilities in the interval ���
����� would

lead to the prediction that an ozone concentration above the standard would be ob�

served � �ZL � �	� this would result in ��� positive response predictions� The observed

sensitivity of the model would be ������� � ������ � The observed positive correct�

ness of the model is very high� the ratio is ������� � 
����� The same assumption

for all estimated response probabilities in the interval ��������� results in ���� � for

the observed sensitivity and ���� � for the observed positive correctness� Note that

these values overestimate the goodness of prediction of the model� The assessment of

the predictive power should be done with new data�
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� Discussion and further analysis

We analysed extreme values of daily air pollution data with di�erent statistical me�

thods� We modelled the distribution of monthly maxima and the distribution of

maximum cluster exceedances of a suitable threshold� For this purpose the genera�

lized form of the extreme value distribution and the Pareto distribution were used�

Both distribution families were shown to be useful tools to get insights into the be�

havior of extreme air pollution concentrations and to estimate important attributes

like its N �month�return levels� For a further research the time series structure of the

data and covariates like weather variables could be included to try to improve the

results� But since these models are rather complicated and many parameters have to

be included� the results could be much more dicult to be interpreted than in our

simple models� We also applied logistic regression to model the probability of the

concentrations measures to exceed the ocial air quality standard� There for O� and

NO� signi�cant e�ects of weather variables and other pollutants were found� These

models can be used for forecasts of exceedances and should be examined with further

data�
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